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ABSTRACT
An increasingly sophisticated era, where the utilization of technology and information become a necessity and need, people are required to be able to adapt to any changes. In life, humans can not be separated from communication, a process of exchanging information or news that runs smoothly and continuously. Suzana Radio 91.3 FM is one of the private companies engaged in radio broadcasting. Owner requests to redesign Suzana Radio 91.3 Fm radio with the atmosphere be Timuran Java or Suroboyoan because Suzana Radio 91.3 FM is a radio station that takes Surabaya or Java Timuran culture as a concept in every show that is useful to introduce the culture of East Java or Suroboyoan nationally, remains with modern concepts and fun is a popular young man now. Lack of spatial planning, the sound system is less effective in influencing the laying of the audio so makes the listening comfort in the visitor's room and in the broadcast space to be disrupted, and the lack of an interactive relationship between space broadcaster with the listener in the space visitors. And the interior that have not appeared or Javanese culture Timuran appropriate in any event the concept of mission and vision Suzana Radio 91.3 Fm. Based on the required rearrangement of the interior design and make large areas or spaces that are on this particular building lobby area, meeting hall and office staff without making any changes to the shape of the building. Design method involves data collection carried out fieldwork. Search problems is done by analysis of Suzana 93.1 Fm radio itself and compare with other radios, followed by an analysis of the elements supporting the building and interiors, studying the needs of the space needed to use the space can be used optimally so as to create a smooth circulation space, the appropriate spatial planning and ordering the appropriate audio, to get the concept to renovate the building. Results to be obtained renovation interior design Suzana 91.3 FM radio is a radio interior with room setup and the functional circulation and the concept of cultural ambience or suroboyoan East Java, especially show or convey the spirit arek-arek Suroboyo.